We consider d dimensional systems which are localized in the absence of interactions, but whose single particle (SP) localization length diverges near a discrete set of (single-particle) energies, with critical exponent ν. This class includes disordered systems with intrinsic-or symmetry-protectedtopological bands, such as disordered integer quantum Hall insulators. In the absence of interactions, such marginally localized systems exhibit anomalous properties intermediate between localized and extended including: vanishing DC conductivity but sub-diffusive dynamics, and fractal entanglement (an entanglement entropy with a scaling intermediate between area and volume law). We investigate the stability of marginal localization in the presence of interactions, and argue that arbitrarily weak short range interactions trigger delocalization for partially filled bands at non-zero energy density if ν ≥ 1/d. We use the Harris/Chayes bound ν ≥ 2/d, to conclude that marginal localization is generically unstable in the presence of interactions. Our results suggest the impossibility of stabilizing quantized Hall conductance at non-zero energy density.
I. INTRODUCTION
Edge states of topological systems give rise to a striking set of coherent quantum phenomena. For example, chiral edge states of two-dimensional quantum Hall systems lead to precisely quantized Hall conductance at zero temperature. However in thermal systems with non-zero temperature, these edge-state properties are washed out due to thermal excitations that communicate between opposite edges of the system. Such deleterious thermal effects can sometimes be mitigated by careful cooling and isolation. Nevertheless, it is interesting and potentially useful to ask whether one can obtain systems with topological edge state properties that are immune to thermal washing out, circumventing the need for cooling.
An intriguing possibility arises from the study of manybody localization (MBL) -a phenomenon whereby wellisolated quantum systems fail to thermalize due to the localization of excitations by strong disorder [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . In MBL systems, disorder can protect quantum coherence against such thermal degradation by localizing the offending excitations. In this fashion certain coherent quantum phenomena including symmetry breaking and topological order may survive in MBL systems at nonzero energy density (the appropriate analog of finite temperature in non-thermal systems) [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] .
This naturally raises the question of whether topological edge states can be protected by localization of the bulk states. Here, we face a new complication not present in previous examples of localization protected quantum order: topological bands in fermionic systems cannot be completely localized by disorder. Rather, the non-trivial band-topology guarantees the existence of an extended single-particle (SP) bulk orbital at some critical SP energy E c [19] (or more generally a discrete set of such extended orbitals). SP orbitals with energy E near E c ex- FIG. 1. Schematic dependence of SP localization length ξ on single-particle energy E for a fully-localized system (a), marginally localized system (b), and extended system with a mobility edge (c).
hibit diverging SP localization length [18] :
where ν is an exponent whose value depends on the particular system under consideration (see Fig.1 ). We dub such systems "marginally localized." Examples include: disordered integer quantum Hall systems [20 and 22] and chiral superconductors, intrinsically topological superconductors [23] , and symmetry protected topological phases (e.g. topological insulators) with symmetrypreserving disorder [24] . Here, the diverging localization length accompanies each change in the topological edgestate structure (e.g. the Chern-number changing quantum Hall plateau to plateau transitions). The presence of at least one extended state is guaranteed by the topological obstruction to constructing localized Wannier orbitals in a topological band [20 and 24] . In the vicinity of the critical energy, the SP localization length diverges as in Eq. 1. A diverging SP localization length can occur in non-topological contexts, such as 1D XX spin chains with random bond disorder (or equivalently, non-interacting fermion chains with random hopping). Such marginally localized systems have properties intermediate between localized and extended systems, as we shall discuss in Sec.II.
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A central issue is whether marginal localization persists away from the non-interacting limit. In fully localized systems (ξ(E) ≤ ξ 0 for all E) there is strong evidence that localization survives the addition of weak interactions even at non-zero energy density [5] [6] [7] . In contrast, interactions are expected to delocalize a system whose single particle (SP) spectrum contains a mobility edge, as a generic excited state will contain a finite density of occupied extended orbitals that thermalize among themselves and then act as a bath for the localized orbitals. In the presence of a non-zero coupling to a bath, the many body wave functions become thermal, and localization is destroyed, even though signatures of proximity to localization may survive in the spectral functions of local operators [25 and 26] . Even if extended states only arise in a narrow energy range of width W , the results of [27] suggest that this narrow band of extended states will be sufficient to destroy localization, for any non-zero W . However, for marginally localized phases, extended states arise only at a single energy E c . In the language of [27] , these extended states constitute a bath with vanishing bandwidth, and it is not a priori clear whether this will be sufficient to destroy localization upon inclusion of interactions.
In this paper, we give analytic arguments showing that localization is impossible for arbitrarily weak interaction strength if νd > 1, where d is the spatial dimension. The breakdown of localization originates from a proliferation of multi-particle resonances between well separated single-particle orbitals. Notably, such breakdown occurs in disordered integer quantum Hall systems for which ν ≈ 2.3 [21 and 22] . Moreover, in the generic case of systems that are governed by the Harris/Chayes bound, νd ≥ 2, and which have a non-zero density of states (e.g. integer quantum Hall systems), our arguments preclude the existence of many body localization at finite energy density in partially filled bands where the localization length diverges at a discrete set of energies.
Our arguments do not exclude many body localization in systems that evade the Harris bound due to symmetry reasons, and have ν < 1/d. It also does not exclude localization in systems where the density of states vanishes sufficiently rapidly at the critical energy. For example, in a system where the density of states vanishes as |E − E c | Υ , the breakdown of localization only occurs if νd > 1 + Υ. Finally, the Harris/Chayes bound applies to the critical exponent for the mean localization length, while our argument involves the critical exponent of the typical localization length, so there remains a possibility of marginal localization in systems where the mean and typical localization lengths diverge with very different exponents.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section II we review the properties of marginally localized phases in the absence of interactions. In Section III we introduce the model of interest, and the basic approach. In Section IV we derive a condition for the perturbative instability of marginal localization. The analysis in Section IV initially assumes that the wave functions are uniform on length scales less than a localization length, and decay exponentially on longer length scales. This is an oversimplification, since the wave functions close to criticality have multifractal character on length scales short compared to the localization length. In Section IV-H we take this multifractality into account, and demonstrate that it does not alter our essential results. In Section V we discuss the consequences of our results, and use the Harris/Chayes argument [37 and 38] to rule out stability of marginal localization in a wide class of models, including the integer quantum Hall effect. We also discuss the possibility of perturbatively stable marginal localization in systems that exploit certain loopholes in our argument, which we discuss.
II. PROPERTIES OF MARGINALLY LOCALIZED PHASES
Before analyzing the effects of interactions, we begin by reviewing the properties of marginally localized phases in the absence of interactions. In this, and all that follows, we consider the case of only a single critical energy, ε c and shift our SP energy scale such that ε c = 0. Moreover, we suppose that the SP density of states is regular and non-zero in the vicinity of ε c . We work at partial filling in the band at a non-zero energy density (i.e. we are not discussing ground states or low lying excited states). In the quantum Hall context, this amounts to working at a non-zero temperature, but a temperature that is still much less than the cyclotron frequency (allowing us to focus on a single Landau sub band).
A. Subdiffusive relaxation
Marginally localized states show anomalous subdiffusive dynamics, as is known from previous studies of dynamics in disordered quantum Hall systems [39] [40] [41] . These results are reproduced by the following simple argument. Consider the relaxation of a wave packet Ψ initially localized in the vicinity of R(t = 0) = 0. The wave packet can be written in the form |Ψ(t = 0) = α w α |ψ α , where |ψ α are the single particle states with energy E α and amplitude ϕ α (r) at a position r. Meanwhile, w α are appropriate complex amplitudes that produce a localized wave packet. The wave functions ϕ α are all localized, with energy dependent localization lengths, ξ(E α ) as in Eq. 1. This wave packet has the time evolution |Ψ(t) = α w α |ψ α e −iEαt . We can now straightforwardly evaluate the spatial spreading of the wave packet by examining
where the second line is valid at long times when the phases between states with |E αβ | ≡ |E α − E β | 1/t have effectively randomized, and in going to the third line we have assumed that the spreading in each energy interval is diffusive up to the localization length at that energy, and have allowed for the possibility that the diffusion "constant" varies with energy. The diffusion constant at an energy E may be estimated by setting the Thouless energy D(E)/ξ(E) 2 equal to the level spacing
The longtime dynamics will turn out to be controlled by states near the critical energy E c . In dimensions d = 2. the singular behavior of ξ near the critical energy will translate into a singular behavior of D(E). However, in two dimensions (the case relevant for quantum Hall), the singularity in ξ will not translate into a singularity in D, and thus we may replace D(E) by a constant value D 0 , the diffusion constant for the states near the critical energy. Moreover, the detailed initial initial structure of the wave-packet is irrelevant for the long-time asymptotics, which are captured by simply taking |w α | to be roughly equal amplitude for all energies E α within a bandwidth Λ of E c . Under these assumptions, the spreading of the wave-packet follows:
In the fourth line we have defined the integration limit
. The behavior is qualitatively different for ν < 1/2 and for ν > 1/2. However, provided the Harris/Chayes argument [37 and 38] applies (see discussion in Appendix), ν ≥ 1, and only the latter case is relevant. Thus, the dominant contribution comes from low-energy states with diverging ξ(E), i.e. from the 1st term in Eq. 2 and from the lower end with E E(t) in the 2nd term of Eq. 2, and we obtain
Thus the dynamics are characterized by the dynamical exponent α = 1 − 1 2ν intermediate between diffusive (α = 1) and localized (α = 0) scaling, and taking the numerical value α ≈ 0.78 in the case of integer quantum Hall.
B. Scale dependent conductivity
The sub diffusive spreading Eq. 3 can be interpreted as a length-scale dependent diffusion "constant":
. Using the usual Einstein relation between diffusion and conductivity, these considerations predict scale dependent DC conductivity
which vanishes in the the thermodynamic limit. Again we see scaling intermediate between the constant conductivity σ ex ∼ const of an extended system and the exponential scaling σ loc (L) ∼ e −L/ξ of a localized system.
C. Fractal Entanglement Scaling
Entanglement scaling provides insight into the character of many-body eigenstates, and provides a conceptually powerful means to distinguish extended and localized systems. The entanglement entropy of a spatial sub-region of linear size R for an excited energy eigenstate in a localized system comes only from states within a localization length, ξ 0 , of the boundary and exhibits boundary-law scaling
Here d is the number of spatial dimensions. In extended systems, such boundary law scaling occurs only for the ground-states, whereas excited states typically display volume law scal-
In this section we analyze the spatial scaling of entanglement entropy in excited states of a marginally localized system, which has not been considered in previous studies.
For a marginally localized system, a fraction f (R) ∼ R −1/ν states are extended across the sub-region of size R (i.e. have ξ(ε) > R), and make a volume-law type contribution to entanglement f (R)R d ∼ R d−1/ν . For ν > 1, this dominates the area-law contribution from well-localized states leading to a scaling:
intermediate between volume law and area-law, which we dub "fractal" entanglement scaling as it scales like the boundary of a fractal sub-region of a localized phase with
Marginally localized systems exhibit fractal entanglement scaling so long as ν > 1. For ν < 1, the entanglement entropy becomes effectively area law. When applicable, a Harris-type criterion (see App. A) ν ≥ 2/d ensures that the fraction of modes which are extended on the length scale R dominate the entanglement entropy in all systems with d < 2. Integer quantum Hall systems have ν ≈ 2.3, and will exhibit fractal entanglement scaling. However Harris/Chayes arguments do not rule out that some marginally localized systems exhibit conventional boundary-law scaling in spatial dimensions d ≥ 2.
Thus, we see that in dynamics, response properties, and the scaling of entanglement entropy, marginally localized non-interacting systems display properties that are intermediate between traditional localized systems and delocalized systems. Next, we investigate whether this intermediate behavior survives in the presence of interactions.
III. MODEL AND APPROACH
The Hamiltonian of interest takes the formĤ = H 0 +V , where H 0 is the Hamiltonian of the disordered non-interacting fermion system (for example Landau levels with disorder). This non-interacting Hamiltonian has single-particle eigenmodes of energy E α created by oper-
, where c † (r) creates an electron at position r. Meanwhile, the interaction term takes the formV
This represents a short range interaction of strength V , where
are the matrix elements of the interaction in the eigen-basis of H 0 . We consider the simplest case (illustrated in Fig. 1b) where the SP localization length diverges only at one SP energy, E c , and choose our zero of energy to set E c ≡ 0. The localization lengths for energies close to zero then diverge as ξ(E) ∼ |E| −ν , such that at any length scale L, a non-zero fraction ∼ L −1/ν of the states appear extended. We take the SP density of states to be a non-zero constant in the vicinity of E = 0. For generality we will keep the spatial dimensionality d and the localization-length exponent ν arbitrary, for example d = 2 and ν ≈ 2.3 for the disordered integer quantum Hall plateau [22] .
We now ask whether inclusion of the interaction causes a breakdown of localization. We begin by noting that if we attempt to construct the many body eigenstates perturbatively in weak interactions, then perturbation theory for the eigenstates will break down already at O(V ) for states involving SP orbitals sufficiently close to the mobility edge, irrespective of the value of ν. However, the fact that the eigenstates cannot be perturbatively constructed does not imply that localization itself is unstable -to address the stability of localization we need a more sophisticated diagnostic.
It has been pointed out that fully many-body localized systems are locally integrable in the sense that all eigenstates can be completely specified by a set of exponentially well-localized conserved, commuting quantities or "integrals of motion" [28 and 29] . For non-interacting systems the integrals of motion are simply the occupation numbers of single-particle orbitals. In an MBL phase, these integrals of motion are dressed by interactions but (apart from a exponentially small fraction of rare resonances [10] ) retain their localized character. In this spirit, one could take the defining property of marginally localized systems to be the existence of a (nearly) complete set of algebraically well-localized integrals of motion. Here, algebraically well-localized means that the fraction of integrals of motion with appreciable support on scale larger than R decays as a power law in R, (unlike traditional MBL systems where it decays exponentially in R, and also unlike a delocalized system, where the integrals of motion are not localized), and the caveat "nearly" allows for a possible set of nonpercolating resonances.
We wish to investigate whether this picture of marginal localization can be stable in the presence of interactions. To this end, we first introduce some notation. We use |Φ E to denote a (many-body) eigenstate of H 0 at an energy E, labelled by a particular set of marginally localized integrals of motion, in the sense described above. We use |Ψ E to denote a (many-body) eigenstate ofĤ 0 +V at an energy E. We now introduce theT matrix of the problem byV |Ψ E =T |Φ E . The matrix elements ofT between SP states with energy E and spatial separation R gives the effective matrix element for long range hopping. It is well known that the effective hopping matrix element must fall off with distance faster than 1/R d , else localization is impossible [1 and 31] . Similarly, the matrix elements ofT between two particle states with the particles separated by a distance R gives the effective matrix element for a long range two-body interaction, the matrix elements between three particle states give the effective matrix element for a long range three-body interaction etc. Again, there are conditions on how fast these matrix elements must fall off with R in order for localization to be stable [2, 32, and 33] . Our main strategy in the present work will be to determine how the matrix elements ofT fall off with distance R between the particles involved. Hence, we will obtain a condition on ν for breakdown of localization.
TheT matrix is related toV by the Dyson equation [30] T =V +V 1
This expression fully specifies theT matrix for states at a particular energy E. We note that even thoughV is short range,T can have long range matrix elements becauseĤ 0 has eigenstates with arbitrarily long range matrix elements. Within perturbation theory in small V , we can approximate theT matrix by the Born serieŝ
This perturbative expression can be represented in standard diagrammatic perturbation theory, where G 0 is represented by a (directed) line, and V is represented by a vertex with two lines going in and two coming out. The diagrammatic representation of theT matrix contains only connected diagrams.
IV. DELOCALIZATION IS INEVITABLE IF dν > 1
We use T A,B to denote the matrix element ofT between incoming state A and outgoing state B. If T A,B exceeds the level spacing between states A and B then these two states are 'in resonance,' and the occupation number of state A cannot be an integral of motion. However, any time two states are in resonance [31] . In contrast, if resonances occur on all length scales, then the integrals of motion will not be localized (even algebraically), and so the system will not be able to support marginal MBL.
The question we are interested in asking is thus the following: if A is an eigenstate of H 0 with localization length ξ A , then what is the probability that A is 'in resonance' with another state B a distance R apart, where R max(ξ A , ξ B ) (the situation when R < max(ξ A , ξ B ) constitutes a local resonance, which just redefines the localized integrals of motion). If the probability of having a resonance at a distance greater than R goes to zero as R → ∞, then we will be able to define algebraically localized integrals of motion with arbitrary precision, in the sense that all but a fraction of the integrals of motion will be localized on a length scale R c ( ), where R c ( ) is set by the condition that the probability of having a resonance at a length scale greater than R c is equal to . In contrast, if the probability of having a resonance at a length scale greater than R does not go to zero as R → ∞, then we will not be able to define algebraically localized integrals of motion with arbitrary precision, and the system cannot support marginal MBL. We thus want to calculate how the matrix elements ofT scale with distance. We recall that theT matrix is given by the Born series (8) . The first order term V is purely short range. Long range terms first appear at order (V 2 ). We now examine the how the matrix elements ofT fall off with distance at O(V 2 ).
A. Hopping resonances
We begin by evaluating the matrix elements ofT between well localized SP orbitals ψ α and ψ η at a separation R max(ξ α , ξ η ). This can be viewed as the effective matrix element for hopping at a range R. The mediated hopping process at order V 2 is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Thus, we have
where the sum ranges over intermediate states, (α, β, γ). Since orbitals α, η are well localized we have replaced:
. We approximate each of the wave-functions by the simplistic localized form:
−|r−rα| (and similarly for β, λ, . . . ). This assumption ignores the multi-fractal character of the SP orbitals with ε close to ε c , but is expected to reproduce the typical behavior. The multi-fractal character of the wave functions will be taken into account in Sec. V. For convenience we have defined:
Each matrix element contains an overall phase, φ βγδ , and the phases are essentially uncorrelated for different choices of βγδ. Hence the sum over intermediate states acculumates random amplitude and phase characteristic of a random walk in the complex plane of characteristic step size ≈ |Π β,γ,δ (R)|. The typical RMS modulus of the effective hopping is then:
where we have assumed that the 'off diagonal' terms come with random phases and cancel out.
We can trade the sum over discrete states for a continuous integral by identifying the appropriate density of states for intermediate energies E 
The exponential scaling of the wave-function amplitudes provides a cutoff, restricting us to states with |E| β,γ,δ < R −1/ν . Meanwhile, if E β,γ,δ are all close to zero (which must be the case given the exponential cutoff) then the denominator is ≈ E 2 α , so we obtain
This matrix element should be compared to the level spacing between the states ψ α and ψ η . If the matrix element is greater than the level spacing, then the two states are in resonance i.e. a particle originally in state ψ α can readily hop to ψ η . If we are to have any hope of localization, then the probability of having a resonance at a length scale R must go to zero as R → ∞.
We recall that the effective matrix elements for long range hopping (at O(V 2 )) fall off as R − 3 2 (d+1/ν) . The probability that we have resonances at a distance R > R c is then
where δ ∼ E νd α is the typical level spacing at energy E α . Thus, we conclude that the probability of hopping resonances at a distance R behaves as
For any non-zero and any non-zero E α there is an R c such that P res (R > R c ) < . Thus, the effective long range hopping falls off sufficiently rapidly that the probability of having long range hopping resonances vanishes, and thus the effective long range hopping does not present an obstacle to the construction of marginally localized integrals of motion.
B. Flip-flop resonances
Next, we consider the matrix elements ofT between two particle states, where the particles in question are separated by a distance R. Such processes may be represented diagrammatically by processes of the form shown in Fig. 3 , and may be interpreted as 'flip flop' processes which can transport energy over long distances [34] 
where again φ γδ is a random phase. The arguments proceed exactly as for the hopping resonances (except that there is one fewer internal variable to sum over), and lead to the result
Since the strongest contributions will come from states α, β, µ, η with similar energies, we take E γ,δ,β ≈ E α in the numerator, and replace the energy denominator, |E α − E β | by minimum level spacing for states of size ξ(E α ) ≈ E νd α , producing:
We now ask what is the probability that a particular typical transition has a resonant pair within a distance R. The typical SP level spacing at an energy E α is ∼ ξ . The probability that a particular transition has a resonant partner on the length scale R is thus ∼ V 2 R −1/ν , which goes to zero as R → ∞ for any ν. Thus, the probability of having a flip-flop resonance will drop below on length scales R > R c , where
It is instructive to contrast with the usual MBL case, Fig.1a , where the SP localization length is finite at all energies. This situation may be modeled by taking ν → 0, so that all states (except the exact zero energy state) are localized with localization length of order unity. Taking this limit predicts that for the traditional MBL problem, the length scale R c beyond which the probability of flip-flop resonances drops below should grow slower than any power law of . Meanwhile, the situation with a mobility edge can be modeled by taking ν → ∞, such that all states with E < 1 are delocalized. In this case there will be no finite length scale R c beyond which the probability of flip flop resonances drops below V 2 , indicating instability of localization to interactions at finite energy density in partially filled bands with a SP mobility edge.
C. Flip-flop assisted hopping
Finally, we consider the matrix elements ofT between three particle states. This process is represented dia- Fig.4 , and may be interpreted as a 'flip-flop assisted hopping,' whereby a particle hops from r 1 to r 2 by triggering SP transitions at both r 1 and r 2 . We are interested as before in determining how this matrix element scales with R = |r 1 − r 2 |. This process has matrix element
where again φ δ is a random phase. The arguments proceed exactly as for the flip flop resonances (except that there is one fewer internal variable to sum over), and lead to the result
... Since the strongest contributions will come from states α, β, µ, η with similar energies, we take E γ,δ,β ≈ E α in the numerator, and replace the energy denominator, |E α − E β | by minimum level spacing for states of size ξ(E α ) ≈ E νd α , producing:
There are ∼ R d sites within a distance R of ψ α to which a particle could hop via this 'flip-flop assisted' hopping process. Thus, the minimum level spacing for such a process falls off as R −d . Meanwhile, the matrix element for this process falls off only as R − 1 2 (d+1/ν) . Thus, the probability that there is no 'assisted hopping' resonance at a length scale R vanishes at long distances as a power law of R for νd > 1 (for νd = 1 it vanishes logarithmically with R). Thus, for νd ≥ 1, a particle can always find a (distant) resonant site to hop to, with some assistance from flip flops. This establishes that localization is impossible in the presence of interactions if dν ≥ 1 (23) This is the main result of this section, and concludes our discussion of the matrix elements ofT at O(V 2 ) (we note thatT has no matrix elements between four particle states at O(V 2 ) becauseT must be represented by a connected diagram). Next, we discuss whether we can get a more stringent condition for breakdown of localization at higher orders in V .
D. Higher orders in V
We now discuss whether a more stringent condition on breakdown of localization could be obtained by going to higher order in V and considering diagrams, e.g. of the sort illustrated in Fig.5 . We will conclude that the answer is no, and that (23) is the criterion for perturbative breakdown of marginal localization. We begin by noting that the diagrammatic representation of the Born series (8) contains vertices, internal lines (which begin and end on a vertex), and external lines (which are connected to vertices only at one end). At O(V n ) in perturbation theory, we will have n vertices, m internal lines and p external lines, where 2m + p = 4n. Since only connected diagrams contribute to theT matrix, every vertex must be connected to at least one internal line, and all but two of the vertices must be connected to at least two internal lines. This gives the constraint m ≥ (n − 1). Now, the R scaling depends only on the number of internal lines m. After summing over internal variables in a rms sense, we find that the R scaling has the form
where the first factor E −νd comes about when we change the sum over states to an integral, and the second factor (E νd ) 2 comes from the normalization factors associated with the internal lines. This gives
Now, if we evaluate the matrix element ofT that connects a particle at a given position to particles atñ other positions within a ball of radius R (i.e. if we look at diagrams containing n ≥ñ + 1 vertices that are connected to at least one external line), then the minimum level spacing for such processes will fall off as ∼ R −ñd . If this level spacing falls off faster than the corresponding matrix element, then the probability of having resonances will approach one at large R, so that localization will be unstable. The condition for delocalization thus takes the formñ
Thus, to maximize our chances of delocalization, we should maximizeñ and should minimize m, subject to the contraints we have already identifiedñ + 1 ≤ n and m ≥ n − 1. Substitutingñ = n − 1 and m = n − 1 into the above formula, we find that the condition for delocalization becomes
Thus, the tightest constraint that we could possibly get within perturbation theory is the constraint (23) coming from the flip-flop mediated hopping process i.e. delocalization occurs if dν > 1. Meanwhile, for dν < 1, the probability of resonances vanishes at large R at all orders in perturbation theory, so that marginal localization appears to be perturbatively stable. For dν = 1 the probability of having a resonance, calculated in the manner of (13), grows logarithmically with R, suggesting that the system should be delocalized (this is also consistent with results on non-interacting models with critically long range hopping [31] ).
E. Systems with a vanishing critical density of states
The result (23) is slightly modified if the density of states vanishes as E Υ in the vicinity of the critical energy.
In this case, the integrals over energy come with a factor of E Υ , and the matrix elements with m internal lines are of order (28) In this case similar arguments establish that delocalization occurs if
The situation where the density of states diverges at the critical energy can also be treated within the above formalism, by taking Υ < 0.
F. An intuitive explanation for these results
We now draw attention to a very simple and intuitive explanation for the delocalization criterion (23) . On any length scale R, there are states with energies |E| < R −1/ν that look effectively extended. Meanwhile, there are ξ d (E) states at an energy E that have support at a particular position r. Thus, the number of states to which we can couple with a local interaction which are extended on the scale R is
If νd < 1 + Υ then the 'bath' of extended states to which we can locally couple contains a finite number of states (and the number of states in the bath goes at zero as the length scale R → ∞). In this case, localization can be perturbatively stable. In contrast, if νd > 1 + Υ, then the above integral diverges near E = 0, such that the 'bath' to which we can locally couple contains an infinite number of extended states at any length scale R. In this case, the algebraically delocalized states near the critical energy form a good bath, and are able to thermalize the system by mediating long range interactions that fall off sufficiently slowly with R, as we have discussed.
G. Characteristic length-and time-scales for delocalization
We now estimate the length scale and timescale for the resonances that give rise to a breakdown of localization. Recall that the T matrix elements between states separated by a distance R at order n + 1 in perturbation theory scale as V n+1 R −n(d+1/ν)/2 , while the level spacing scales as R −nd . The length scale R c (n) on which resonances appear at order n + 1 in perturbation theory is the length scale at which the matrix elements and the level spacings become comparable i.e.
. This happens at a critical length scale R c , where
By inspection, the smallest R c comes from n → ∞ for which
The scaling of R c in Eq. 32 controls, for example, the length scale at which the longitudinal conductivity ceases to follow (4) and saturates instead to a non-zero constant. Remarkably, even though breakdown of perturbation theory occurs already at second order in perturbation theory, the shortest length scale on which resonances appear is controlled by high orders of perturbation theory. We can also estimate the timescale on which breakdown of localization occurs. Processes at order n + 1 cause a breakdown on length scales R c (n), given by (31) . The matrix element for these processes is of order V n+1 R c (n) −n(d+1/ν)/2 = R c (n) −nd , and the level spacing is R c (n) −nd , so that the density of final states is R c (n) d . A straightforward application of the Golden Rule implies that the timescale on which breakdown of localization happens due to processes at n + 1 order in perturbation theory is
Thus we see that the shortest timescale on which breakdown occurs is controlled by n = 1 (i.e. by processes at second order in perturbation theory), and is of order
For the case of integer quantum Hall, with ν = 2.3 and d = 2, R c ∼ V −1.3 and t c ∼ V −2.5 . We note that the crossover timescales R c and t c both diverge as V → 0, recovering marginal localization in the non-interacting limit (V = 0).
So far we have suppressed temperature-dependent occupation factors in estimating the T-matrix amplitudes. The breakdown of marginal localization happens (for a closed quantum system) because the 'internal heat bath' presented by the states with diverging localization length allows the system to thermalize. At low temperature, the coupling to this internal bath is suppressed by a factor of exp(−∆/T ), where ∆ is the detuning of the chemical potential from the critical energy -i.e. the crossover scales R c and t c will be enhanced by an 'Arrhenius' factor ∼ exp(c∆/T ), where c is a positive numerical pre factor that depends on ν and d. Thus, the crossover scales will also diverge in the zero temperature limit, so that the zero temperature system will indeed be localized, as long as the Fermi level is not at the critical energy.
The emergence of a new length scale and timescale in the interacting problem suggests that the scaling behavior near the zero temperature quantum critical point [22] may be richer for the interacting system than for the noninteracting system. In particular, the presence of an additional interaction related length scale R c may help explain why the experimentally observed longitudinal conductance is not temperature independent at the critical point [22] -the longitudinal conductance could depend on the ratio of R c to the thermal length /kT . Additionally, if one examines the scaling of e.g. the longitudinal conductance with temperature at a non-zero detuning ∆ from the critical point, then the coupling to the 'internal' heat bath will provide a mechanism for a thermally activated scaling of the conductance, with an activation gap proportional to the detuning from the critical point. Of course, any real experimental system will also be coupled to an 'external' heat bath (e.g phonons), which will allow for variable range hopping at any non-zero temperature, and this variable range hopping contribution to the conductance will dominate over the 'activated' contribution at the lowest temperatures. However, if one observed a regime where the low temperature longitudinal conductance was activated, with an activation gap proportional to the detuning from criticality, then this may be tentatively identified as evidence for the 'delocalization due to the internal bath' discussed in this paper. An additional complication is that we have considered short range interactions, while in real quantum Hall systems there are also Coulomb interactions (unless screened by a nearby metallic gate). The inclusion of long-range Coulomb interactions may introduce additional corrections to scaling that are not captured by the present theory.
H. Multifractality
Thus far we have assumed that the wave functions were uniform on length scales short compared to ξ. In fact, this is not the case, because close to criticality the wave functions exhibit multi fractal behavior on length scales less than ξ. It is known [35 and 36] that for wave functions close to criticality, the disorder averaged two point correlations fall off as ψ *
η for r < ξ, where η > 0 is a multi fractal exponent. This suggests that the wave functions actually have higher amplitudes on scales r ξ than would be expected based on the 'plain vanilla' model we were working with thus far. This will tend to enhance the matrix elements of theT matrix over and above the estimates above. Thus, the condition νd > 1 + Υ may be viewed as a lower bound condition for delocalization. If we take into account the effects of multifractality in a simple minded way by attaching a factor of (ξ int (E)/R) η/2 to each internal line, then we will conclude that the contribution to theT matrix from a diagram with m internal lines (after rms summation over internal variables) will be
which is independent of η -i.e. if we take multifractality into account in this simple minded way then the threshold for delocalization is unchanged, and is νd ≥ 1 + Υ.
A more sophisticated treatment of multi-fractality may reduce the critical value of ν somewhat, but (as we have discussed), multifractality can only make it easier to get delocalization.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We have discussed marginally localized systems, which for partially filled bands at non-zero energy density are characterized in the non-interacting limit by sub diffusive relaxation (3), a scale dependent DC conductivity that vanishes in the thermodynamic limit (4) and an entanglement entropy of the excited eigenstates that is intermediate between area law and volume law (5) . We have shown that such systems are generically unstable to interactions, since interactions trigger a breakdown of localization for any ν > 1/d. We further note that, for most systems, general arguments ( [37 and 38] and Appendix) place a lower bound, ν ≥ 2/d, on the localization length exponent. Thus, we have shown that marginally localization is generically unstable to interactions, for partially filled bands at non-zero energy density.
We therefore predict that in a marginally localized system such as integer quantum Hall, the inclusion of arbitrarily weak short range interactions will cause the entanglement entropy in the excited many body eigenstates to become volume law, instead of the fractal scaling shown in (5) . We also predict that in two dimensional weakly interacting marginally localized systems, the scale dependent conductivity at nonzero energy density will follow (4) on small length scales, but will saturate to a non-zero constant on large length scales. Similarly, relaxation in such marginally localized systems should be sub-diffusive according to (3) for short times, but should cross over to diffusive relaxation on long timescales. We have estimated the crossover length scales and timescales, and have also discussed in Sec.IV-G the interaction induced corrections to scaling in the vicinity of the zero temperature quantum critical point. These ideas may be directly tested in experiments in cold-atomic systems and possibly also in solid-state materials for which the electronphonon interactions are negligible, so that the electronic system well approximates an isolated quantum system. We speculate in particular that disordered graphene in the quantum Hall regime may provide a playground to test these ideas, due to its weak electron-phonon coupling and isolation from any substrate in suspended devices.
While our arguments were for short range interactions, the question of whether MBL can survive with long range interactions has also been recently studied [33] . It was claimed there that full MBL is perturbatively stable against weak interactions as long as the interactions fall off with distance faster than 1/r p , where p is a critical power that depends on the model in question. For interactions that fall off faster than 1/r p , our arguments can be straightforwardly generalized to demonstrate that marginal localization is perturbatively unstable. The sit-uation with truly long range interactions (which fall off slower than 1/r p ), is beyond the scope of the present work.
We note that there are three classes of short range interacting system that may evade our arguments. If the divergence in the localization length is accompanied by a density of states (DOS) which vanishes as E Υ , our argument only predicts delocalization for dν > 1 + Υ. Given a sufficiently rapid vanishing of the DOS at the critical energy, marginal localization could be perturbatively stable. Additionally, in systems where the critical energy is pinned (e.g. by symmetry) to a particular value and is locally insensitive to disorder, the Harris criterion does not apply and we can have ν < 2/d (see [42] and Appendix). A particular example of this is models of particle-hole symmetric localization in one dimension [23] , where the divergence in the localization length is only a logarithmic function of energy. In this case our analysis would suggest that marginal localization could be perturbatively stable. Finally, our arguments establish that marginal localization is unstable for ν > 1/d, where ν is the critical exponent for the localization length of typical states. However, the Harris/Chayes criteria only constrain the critical exponent for the mean localization length ν mean ≥ 2/d. For infinite randomness critical points, ν typical and ν mean can be markedly different [43] . Thus, it is conceivable that there may be systems with infinite randomness critical points where ν mean ≥ 2/d (satisfying Harris/Chayes), but ν typical < 1/d, so that marginal localization could be perturbatively stable. Investigations of whether such marginally localized systems can be stable to interactions would be a fruitful topic for future work.
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